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New at Summit Racing Equipment: Warn VR10000 Series Winches

Summit Racing now offers the Warn VR10000 Series Winch. Designed for the off-roader on a
budget, the VR10000 winch boasts 10,000 pounds of puling power—plenty for large trucks and
SUVs.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) January 29, 2016 -- Summit Racing now offers the Warn VR10000 Series Winch.
Designed for the off-roader on a budget, the VR10000 winch boasts 10,000 pounds of puling power—plenty for
large trucks and SUVs. The winch relies on a smooth and durable three-stage planetary gear design, and has a
series-wound motor that offers stump-pulling torque with a fast line speed.

The VR10000 winch has a low-profile design that will fit most trucks, SUVs, and Jeeps. The winch has a
separate control pack, which opens up several mounting options. The winch includes a wired remote control
with a 12 foot lead and is backed by Warn’s full limited lifetime warranty.

The VR10000 winches come in two versions—one with 94 feet of steel cable and a roller fairlead and one with
100 feet of synthetic rope and a hawse fairlead. Summit Racing carries a ton of universal and vehicle-specific
mounting plates and hardware.

The combination of mounting options, pulling strength, and low price tag appealed to the team on PowerNation
TV’s Truck Tech, too. They showcased the synthetic rope version of Warn’s VR10000 winch on the
“NighTrain Fire Up” episode. Watch it here.
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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